Pair two Everyday Speakers together with Multi-link Mode.

1. Power on both speakers, ensure the speaker is fully charged. If the speaker does not pair, hold "    " for about 3 seconds.
2. On one speaker, press "     " device.
3. The speaker does not pair. Ensure the speaker is selected about 3 seconds. Go to Bluetooth settings and select it to pair.
4. Enjoy your Everyday Speaker.

Troubleshooting

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
- Move the receiver away from your Everyday Speaker.
- Plug the power cord into a different outlet.
- Try a different Everyday Speaker.

Safety Guidelines

- Store in cool and dry area. Or in direct sunlight.
- Do not store in high temperatures, such as in a hot vehicle or power bank to charge.
- Listen to music at a proper volume to avoid damaging including on accessories and product packaging, to prevent any possible injury or damage.
- When cleaning this speaker, use a soft dry cloth.
- When using Bluetooth, keep it at least 10 meters away from your speaker.
- Keep it away from water or repetitive shocks.
- Do not use in humid, dusty, or cold environments.
- Please take care not to damage the speaker. A damaged speaker will not be able to provide you with good sound quality.
- When the speaker is damaged, please take it to the service center for repair.
- Please do not disassemble the speaker. It may cause your warranty to be invalid.
- The device for this speaker is limited to one year. Please take it to the service center for repair.

Specifications

- Frequency Response: 55Hz-20kHz
- Bluetooth Version: 5.0
- Bluetooth Operating Range: ≤ 10m
- Model: RBS920
- Battery Capacity: 1200mAh
- Play time: about 11 Hours
- Speaker Size: Ø 45mm
- Support Profile: HSP / HFP / A2DP /AVRCP
- Bluetooth Operating Range: ≤ 10m
- Product size: 97.8(L) x 47.4(W) x 81.5 (H) mm

LIMITED WARRANTY

Visit: www.rayconglobal.com/warranty. Please fully read through this user guide. You can also visit our support center at www.rayconglobal.com/support for customer support.

I. Introduction

Welcome to your new Everyday Speaker. We are Raycon. We create carefully crafted wireless audio products that are designed to make life easier and more enjoyable. We believe in the the early risers and the one-more-milers that push limits and keep going. We are Raycon. We create carefully crafted wireless audio products that are designed to make life easier and more enjoyable. We believe in the early risers and the one-more-milers that push limits and keep going.

II. Features

1. Sound Profiles: The Everyday Speaker has three sound profiles that let you control the sound you hear based on the vibe you’re trying to create. A leveled sound that is great for all around performance and a go-to for bass lovers. Our bass boosted sound, great for songs with strong beats and a full sound. The go-to speaker for clear sounding audio for calls and more.
2. Battery Life: Enjoy your Everyday Speaker for up to 11 hours on a single charge. The perfect companion for any adventure.
3. Connectivity: Multi-link Mode! To unpair or pair with other speakers, press "     " or "     " (for Play/Stop). You can also use the pair button on the speaker to customize your sound experience.
4. Hands-free Calls: With the built-in microphone, you can make and receive calls directly from your speaker without having to answer with your phone. You can even redial or reject calls, talk through your speaker.
5. Customizable Sound: Your sound, your way! As our sound profiles were crafted by us, they were made to match your style and preferences. You can even customize your sound experience by adjusting the settings in the Raycon App or on the speaker interface.

III. Quick Start Guide

1. Power on both speakers, ensure the speaker is fully charged. If the speaker does not pair, hold "    " for about 3 seconds.
2. On one speaker, press "     " device.
3. The speaker does not pair. Ensure the speaker is selected about 3 seconds. Go to Bluetooth settings and select it to pair.
4. Enjoy your Everyday Speaker.

IV. Pairing Two Speakers

1. Power on both speakers, ensure the speaker is fully charged. If the speaker does not pair, hold "    " for about 3 seconds.
2. On one speaker, press "     " device.
3. The speaker does not pair. Ensure the speaker is selected about 3 seconds. Go to Bluetooth settings and select it to pair.
4. Enjoy your Everyday Speaker.

V. Troubleshooting

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
- Move the receiver away from your Everyday Speaker.
- Plug the power cord into a different outlet.
- Try a different Everyday Speaker.

VI. Support

If your device is not functioning correctly, please visit www.rayconglobal.com/support or call Raycon Global support at 1-800-594-5826. We are here to help you.

VII. What is in the Box

- Everyday Speaker
- USB-C charge cable
- 3.5mm headphone cable
- Quick Start Guide
- User Manual

VIII. Unit at a Glance

- Charger
- Power Bank
- Speaker

IX. Resources

- User Manual
- QSG
- INTRODUCTION
- UNIT AT A GLANCE
- QUICK START GUIDE
- RESOURCES

X. Limitations

- English:
  (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and
  (2) this device must accept any interference, including interference that may cause undesired operation.
- French:
  (1) cet appareil ne doit pas provoquer d’interférences et
  (2) cet appareil doit accepter toutes les interférences, y compris celles qui pourraient provoquer des perturbations indésirables.